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Vladimir Kozlov  

MANTRA-6 
BRIMSTONE 

CHARACTER  ANALYSIS 
   
 

Role in Story 

ANTAGONIST - Vladimir Kozlov is a harden criminal, the boss 
of Moscow’s Solntsevskaya organised crime gang; he is Vory V 
Zakone - the Russian mafia. He directs global Narcotics, 
Prostitution, Racketeering, Extortion, Money Laundering and 
Weapons trafficking operations from Moscow and travels 
frequently spending his great wealth estimated to be in excess of 
US$2.3bn.  

Occupation  
 Boss of Moscow’s Solntsevskaya organised crime gang; he is 

Vory V Zakone. 
 

Physical Description 
Handsome - Sandy coloured hair - On the back of his hand, a 
rising sun tattoo with the letters “CEBEP” below the tattoo 
indicating he was imprisoned in a northern corrections center. On 
his left ring finger a tattoo of the Saint Petersburg Cross showed 
Kozlov had been incarcerated in Saint Petersburg – Krest Prison. 
Five black dots just below his left thumb signifying a five-year 
prison term. 

 

 

 

Potential Actor 

Simon Baker 

SKILLS QUALIFICATIONS 

§ Murder 
§ Extortion 
§ People Trafficking 
§ Prostitution 
§ Gambling 
§ Racketeering 
§ Narcotics  
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Personality 
 He is an ALPHA - Aggressive - Lethal - Gets what he 
wants or terminates those who are in his way. 

Habits/Mannerisms 
Beautiful women - Lives it BIG - Loves Wealth - Has a 
massive Ego  

Background  
Grew up in Moscow and was born to a poor family, his 
father was a coal miner - his mother a housewife from Kiev. 
He learnt quickly on the streets that if you take what you 
want and dish out harsh punishment to those who defied 
you; you will advance up the ladder.  As a teenager he 
entered the ranks of the Vory V Zakone as a hitman and 
spent a number of years in prison in Saint Petersburg.  
He quickly made his way up the ranks and in the mid 80’s 
eliminated those above him to take power.  
Now he is the Boss of Bosses!  
 

Internal Conflicts 
TRUSTING those around him 

External Conflicts 
Government clamp down on organised crime. 
Conflict with other rival organised crime gangs 

 

NOTES 

Appears in: 

M6 BRIMSTONE and  

M6 NITRATE 


